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Executive Summary  
Holland Gardens is a design and commissioning company that specializes in green            

building design. The design group does everything from concept design to full building design,              

as well as building commissioning. As a green building firm, the architects and engineers are               

LEED certified. Buildings account for approximately one-third of the world's energy consumption            

and green building design standards work to reduce energy consumption in buildings. As well              

as improved building performance, sustainable building design uses materials that are good for             

the environment and are not harmful to people. Sustainable design improves productivity of             

those in the building as well as improves their overall health. The company is unique in that it is                   

the only sustainable design company in Georgia to handle every part of the building design in                

house. Holland Gardens offers everything from consultations all the way through post            

occupancy. 

Company Overview 
 

Holland Gardens was founded in Athens, Georgia in Q1 of 2016 where the co-founders,              

Steven Holden and Andrew Garland, attended school together at The University of Georgia.             

Both founders graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering. Shortly after             

the company was founded, it moved to Macon, Georgia to provide services to the southern part                

of the state which has been largely neglected by other sustainable design firms. Holland              

Gardens focuses on educating the community about the benefits of green building and living a               

sustainable lifestyle, as well as providing clients with green building design. Andrew Garland             

worked throughout college with a commissioning firm, and developed his interest in green             

building design during his time at the university. His goal is to educate the community on                

environmental awareness and how the current system is degrading the environment. His goal is              

to have a cleaner more sustainable future. Steven Holden discovered his interest in             

environmental impact at a very young age. His father worked as an environmental safety              

engineer in a mining facility and would frequently come home with horror stories of how the                

environment near the mines was causing many people to get sick. Steven saw this as an                

opportunity to make the world a better and safer place for all of its inhabitants. During his time in                   
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college, he became focused on indoor environmental quality (IEQ). His goal is to push              

businesses to adapt better standards of IEQ through sustainable design. 

Legal Information 

To ease startup and maximize profit, Holland Gardens is licensed as an LLC. The              

benefits of an LLC are similar to that of a partnership and a corporation. One of the major                  

benefits of an LLC is that the founders are not liable for any of the debts of Holland Gardens. As                    

an LLC, the business owners are free to establish any type of management structure. There are                

many tax options as an LLC including not paying business taxes, and all income and losses are                 

reported on personal statements (BizFilings).  

Industry Analysis 
 

The green building industry is growing all across the nation and all across Georgia.              

Forbes magazine estimates that the green building industry will be worth up to $960 billion               

globally by the year 2023. The US Green Building Council ranked Georgia in the top 10 states                 

for LEED. This means Georgia’s green building industry is growing. Local governments are             

working toward implementing green building codes for buildings. ASHRAE Standard 189.1 is a             

green building standard that requires buildings to be built in a sustainable manner. With its               

implementation, Holland Gardens would be a design firm that would be ahead of the design               

industry by already implementing and designing sustainable buildings. Georgia laws already           

give tax breaks to building owners that own green certified buildings. Many large businesses are               

switching to sustainable buildings for their offices because of the IEQ benefits of the building.               

Employees are more productive in environments with good IEQ, resulting in higher profit for the               

business.  

Customer Analysis 
Holland Gardens’ primary customers are colleges or any business with a campus. The 

company is located near two large colleges in Georgia. Wesleyan College in Macon has started 

working toward sustainable building and has just completed its first LEED certified building. 
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Holland Gardens has made connections with this university and has a contract for a new 

building on campus. Another university that the company is working towards establishing 

connections with is Mercer University in Macon. Holland Gardens has been shortlisted on two 

commissioning jobs but has not had any contracts with the university. 

 

Holland Gardens started as a design firm for small offices and residential buildings. 

Businesses understand the importance of how a sustainable design can impact the business’ 

profits. Sustainable buildings are more energy efficient reducing the cost of operating and 

maintaining the building. Furthermore, sustainable buildings positively affect the productivity of 

the employees.  

 

 Competitive Analysis 
There seems to be only two primary competitors in Georgia that do green building design: The                

Bork Design inc headquartered in Athens, Georgia and Epsten Group headquartered in Atlanta.  

Bork Design Inc 
Bork design offers its customers sustainable building in residential homes, and           

occasionally works with with other larger firms to create larger business buildings. Bork has              

been working in sustainable building since 2005. 

Epsten Group 
Epsten Group is a large sustainable design firm offering its clients every service from              

LEED consulting to interior design. They can be involved with every step of the process from                

consultation to occupancy. They work on a myriad of large projects ranging from laboratories to               

government buildings. They have been working in sustainable building since 1991. 

Indirect Competition 
Indirect competition could include other non-sustainable building design firm. This would           

be due to the fact that non-sustainable building design is temporarily cheaper. Other competition              

may include firms who specialize in architecture, commissioning, etc. These firms would            

compete for smaller bids with Holland Gardens.  
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Competitive Advantages 
The largest advantage that Holland Gardens has over its competitors is its location. It is               

centralized in the state of Georgia, which allows access to cities outside of Atlanta. There are                

currently no sustainable design firms located in Macon, although it is a rapidly growing city. The                

other major advantage that Holland Gardens offers is its focus on the size of buildings. While                

Bork Design focuses more on residential homes and Epsten Group focuses on Large business              

buildings, Holland Gardens offers expertise in the niche of medium size stand alone buildings,              

such as those found on college campuses. Other minor advantages may include better pricing              

due to the relative youth of the company.  

Marketing Plan 
As a new company, the easiest and most beneficial way to advertise is by using the                

internet and social media campaigns. Social media is a widely used means of communication              

and imposes little cost to the company. If the social media campaign is successful, personnel               

may need to be hired to maintain this form of advertising. One of the services the company                 

provides is community education. There are many people who still do not know the importance               

of green building. By educating the community on the need for green building, Holland Gardens               

will be able to advertise its benefits to the community, while making people aware of the impacts                 

current building construction has on the environment. One way to brand the company will be by                

working in a LEED certified building. Holland Gardens will then be able to show people               

first-hand what it looks and feels like to work in a sustainable building.  

Operations Plan 
 

Holland Gardens is expected to have a wide enough profit margin in the next three years                

to expand its sphere of influence in the surrounding communities exponentially. Three year             

milestones for Holland Gardens include: completing 4 small scale projects (less than $500,000             

contracts), completion of 2 major projects (greater than $500,000), and hiring on an additional 3               

engineers. In 10 years, The company would like to accomplish: 5 additional large scale projects,               
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a multitude of smaller scale projects, double the size of the team, and open another location in                 

Savannah, Georgia.  

Currently, Holland Gardens is accepting any reasonable investment offers. The total           

projected annual cost of the company will be slightly below $625,000. Investors will be given a                

stake in the company. All funds received will go towards yearly expenses as outlined in figure 2.                 

Additional investments will be spent on social media advertising as well as local outreach              

projects to establish the brand.  

Management Team 
The management team includes a lead architect, lead mechanical engineer,          

commissioning agent, and a lead civil engineer. The architect manages a small team of two               

architects and is responsible for all of the architectural drawings for the building. The              

mechanical engineer manages a team of two engineers responsible for the buildings MEP             

design. The commissioning agent works alongside the building owner making sure all design             

requirements are met. A commissioning agent is required for the green building process. Lastly              

the civil engineer manages a team of two engineers who are responsible for civil site and                

structure of the building. Some key members missing from the team include a landscape and               

interior designer. These roles are not vital for the company, but would be helpful for faster                

design resulting form collaboration between each of the fields. Currently the landscape and             

interior design is outsourced to other companies which work with the company to complete the               

design. 

Financial Plan 
 

Projected Annual Budget 
The founders of Holland Gardens have created an estimated expense report as            

portrayed in Tables 1-5 below. The first table shows estimated yearly salaries of the seven               

employees as outlined in the “Management Team.” The office fees are based on the current               

market in Macon, Georgia with an intended 10 year mortgage. The renovation that will be done                
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on the building will go towards making the office building LEED Certified. The next expense is                

the cost of the software that the team would be using. These prices are based off of each                  

company's website for bundled software packages. For example The AutoDesk package           

includes: Revit, AutoCad, AutoCad Civil 3d, Infraworks 360 and much more. Lastly, the legal              

requirements are the fees that are associated with keeping the company name, branding, and              

licensing.  
 

Table 1: Employees Yearly Salary                                            Table 2: Office Expenses 

Employees  Office 

Position Annual Salary Total Cost  Office Fees Annual Cost 

MEP Engineers x2 $83,000 $166,000  Building $23,500 

Civil Engineers x2 $82,000 $164,000  Renovations $10,000 

Architect x2 $76,000 $152,000  Utilities $10,000 

Commissioning Agent $80,000 $80,000  Office Supplies $1,000 

  $562,000  Insurance $2,000 

     $46,500 

 

Table 3: Software Expenses                                                          Table 4: Legal Expenses 

Software Expenses  Legal Expenses 

Software Annual Cost Total  Legal 
requirements 

Annual Cost 

Office 365 Business Premium 
x6 

$150 $900  Copyrights $114 

AutoDesk 2016 x6 $2,690 $16,140  Licensing $200 

BlueBeam Revu Extreme x7 $241 $1,687   $314 

  $18,727    
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Table 5: Total Annual Expenses 

Yearly Grand Total  $627,541  

Appendix 

Sources 

http://www.bizfilings.com/learn/creating-llc.aspx 

http://www.usgbc.org/articles/usgbc-georgia-georgia-ranks-eighth-nation-leed-building-capita 

http://bork-design.com/firm/ 

http://epstengroup.com/ 
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